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Aaron Ward, USS (DD-483) 
Sitting dead in the water from damage received during 13 November 1942 
Guadalcanal action, this destroyer took salt water into her boilers to 
beat a path to Tulagi when a Japanese battleship began to shell her, 
p. 96. 

Accidents/Disasters 
Loss of U.S. destroyer Meredith (DD-434) in October 1942, p. 92; 
Melhorn is on board PT-44 as an observer when it is destroyed in 
December 1942, pp. 103-113; plane crash with instructor on dual 
flight during training at Grand Prairie, 
Texas, in 1943, pp. 119-120; midair collision off Florida in mid-
1940s, pp. 122-124; Melhorn loses plane in Mediterranean during 
deployment on carrier Ticonderoga (CVA-14) in the mid-1950s, pp. 145-
146; USS Ticonderoga breaks mooring lines at Beirut, Lebanon, and 
swings near gasoline tanker, saved by "pinwheel" maneuver, pp. 146-
150. 

AD-5W (Skyraiders) 
While on a Mediterranean deployment aboard USS Ticonderoga (CVA-
14) in 1955 Melhorn ditches his plane during an attempt at a 
visual/instrument landing, pp. 144-146; Melhorn's quick thinking 
and the use of his squadron's planes in a pinwheel maneuver 
lessen the damage when the Ticonderoga breaks a mooring line 
near Beirut in 1955, pp. 146-150. 

Aga Kahn III 
When this member of Indian royalty was invited by Admiral Joseph 
J. Clark to attend a party on USS Midway (CVB-41) in 1950, his 
physical condition dictated that extraordinary means be devised 
to get him aboard, pp. 139-142. 

Aircraft carrier operations 
Melhorn's squadron aboard USS Cowpens (CVL-25) sees heavy action off 
the coast of Japan in 1945, pp. 126-128; Cowpens is only carrier at 
the site of the Japanese surrender in August of 1945, pp. 129, 132; 
carriers of Third Fleet participate in air show prior to surrender, p. 
132; Melhorn's assessment of Halsey and McCain as carrier admirals, 
pp. 132-134; incident between VADM Sherman and RADM Clark concerning 
Clark flagship Philippine Sea's flight deck readiness in 1949, p. 136; 
party aboard Midway (CVB-41) with many celebrities hosted by Clark in 
1950, pp. 138-142; accident-ridden Mediterranean cruise aboard 
Ticonderoga (CVA-14) in 1955, pp. 143-150; pinwheel maneuver employed 
aboard Ticonderoga in 1955 after mooring line breaks, pp. 146-150. 

Alcohol 
When their share of Christmas grog from a New Zealand ship is 
intercepted by others in 1942, the crew of the gunboat 
Jamestown (PG-55) concocts a makeshift alcoholic punch that 
promptly incapacitates everyone, pp. 114-115. 

  



Aly Kahn 
This member of Indian royalty and husband to actress Rita Hayworth was 
introduced to Admiral Joseph J. Clark by Clark's ex-aide Herman 
Rosenblatt and was invited with his family to a party aboard USS 
Midway (CVB-41) in 1950, pp. 138-142. 

Army, U.S. 
Competition between Army and Navy medical departments to see who could 
reach air crash sites sooner at Rockwell Field, North Island, San 
Diego in 1914, p. 9; friction caused when a colonel from the 11th 
Airborne Division perceives Melhorn's arrival in Atsugi in August of 
1945 as the Navy's attempt to steal glory from the Army's Japanese 
landing, pp. 129-130. 

Atomic bomb 
Melhorn's feelings that as a torpedo plane pilot he was obsolete from 
the moment of the Hiroshima bombing in August of 1945, and his 
distaste that his squadron was sent on bombing missions, endangering 
their lives at the bitter end of the war, when an atomic bomb could 
have been used, pp. 127-128. 

Atrocities, World War II 
Colhoun (APD-2) crew members scavenge bodies of dead Japanese plane 
crew for souvenirs during Guadalcanal campaign in August 1942, p. 89; 
Japanese ships' use of propellers to ensure no survivors from U.S. 
ship sinkings, p. 109. 

Awards 
Melhorn's World War II commendations, p. 134; degradation of medals 
from start of World War II to finish, p. 134. 

Cannon, Joseph G. 
Influential, long-time member of Congress who helped arrange 
assignments for his friend. Medal of Honor winner Ernest C. Williams, 
p. 13. 

Caribbean 
See: Dominican Republic, Haiti, Nicaragua 

Carlson, Lieutenant Colonel Evans F., USMC 
As commander of the Second Marine Raider Battalion training in the San 
Diego area in 1942 displayed much evidence of his service in the 
Chinese army in the mid-1930s, especially concentration on guerilla 
tactics and political indoctrination, pp. 82-85. 

Clark, Admiral Joseph J. "Jocko", USN (USNA, 1918) 
Animosity with Admiral Forrest Sherman and Sherman's successor as 
Sixth Fleet commander, Vice Admiral John Ballentine, pp. 135-136, 138, 
142; value of relationship with politically connected aide Herman 
Rosenblatt, pp. 136-138; hosts party for jetsetters on board flagship 
Midway (CVB-41) in 1950, 

  



Codebreaking, results of 
See: Intelligence 

Colhoun, USS (APD-2) 
This high-speed transport, embarked with Marines, is sent to 
Martinique to intercept French carrier Bearn in 1941, pp. 81-82; 
commanding officer, LCDR George Madden, insists that his officers wear 
service whites regardless of task in mid-1942, pp. 86-88; crew members 
scavenge bodies of Japanese airmen they shot down in 1942, p. 89. 

Coolidge, Grace G. 
Wife of President Calvin Coolidge who impressed Melhorn when they 
met in the mid-1920s with her thoughtfulness and grace, p. 32. 

Counterintelligence See: Espionage 

Cowpens, USS (CVL-25) 
Melhorn's torpedo plane squadron deploys aboard in Spring of 1945, pp. 
125-126; chosen by Admiral Halsey to be the only carrier present at 
the signing of the Japanese surrender in August of 1945, pp. 129, 132. 

Denver, USS (C-14) 
This cruiser patrols off the west coast of Nicaragua in the mid-1910s, 
p. 9; while anchored off Corinto, Nicaragua in mid-1910s crew is 
beaten at baseball by residents of Chinandega, pp. 7-9. 

Disarmament 
See: World Disarmament Conference 

Dixie, USS (screw steamer) 
After a cruise to the Caribbean in 1908-1909 this ship picks up 
Marines at Hampton Roads to attend inaugural parade for Taft in 
March 1909, p. 6. 

Dominican Republic 
Fourth Marine Regiment, under Colonel Pendleton, enters Santo 
Domingo at the government's request in 1915, pp. 10-14. 

Edson, Lieutenant Colonel Merritt A., USMC 
Commands 1st Marine Raider Battalion when it embarks in highspeed 
transports to patrol East Coast in 1941-1942, pp. 81-82. 

Espionage 
A suspected Japanese spy in Long Beach is apprehended after a 
retired military officer reports suspicious actions to Melhorn, 
who is in charge of the medical dispensaries in the area in the 
late 1930s, pp. 61-62. 

  



Flight training 
Melhorn’s experiences in flight school at Grand Prairie, 
Texas in 1943, including a crash while on a dual fight, pp. 117-120; 
operational training with a torpedo plane squadron in Florida, 
including a midair collision in mid-1940s, pp. 120-125; organization 
of students by rank during World War II, p. 125. 

Forrestal, James V. 
As undersecretary of the Navy during World War II initiates policy of 
having management engineers visit naval installations to critique for 
efficiency, p. 70. 

Freeland, Lieutenant Frank, USNR 
As an old friend from previous duty, Melhorn accompanies the newly-
arrived Freeland as an observer of a motor torpedo boat (PT) mission 
around Tassafaronga that ends in disaster in December of 1942, pp. 
103-109. 

French Navy 
French carrier Bearn in Martinique considered a threat to the opening 
of the Panama Canal in mid-1941 draws U.S. Marines to neutralize ship; 
they are recalled when diplomatic solution is reached, pp. 81-82. 

Germany 
Planned to seize Haiti during upheaval following assassination of 
President Sam in 1915 in order to control waterways leading to the 
Panama Canal; this was foiled by arrival of U.S. Navy and Marine Corps 
in 1915, pp. 22-23; treatment of the Melhorns in 1932 despite 
diplomatic passports, pp. 52-53. 

Gibson, Hugh S. 
As top-ranking U.S. delegate to the World Disarmament Conference in 
1932, p. 46; temperate drinking habits inspire naming of cocktail that 
is plain water with an onion, p. 49. 

Gregory, USS (APD-3) 
Helhorn's first ship duty after commissioning was on this high speed 
transport commanded by LCDR William Brown who later commanded the 
Missouri (BB-63) when it ran aground in January of 1950, p. 81. 

Guadalcanal campaign (August to November 1942) 
1st Marine Raider Battalion embarked on high-speed transports (APDs) 
practice for assault on Fiji Islands in July 1942, pp. 85-86; success 
of Marine landings from Melhorn's APD squadron, pp. 86-88; action on 
board high-speed transport Colhoun (APD-2), pp. 88-90; buildup on 
Lunga Point on 12 November 1942 for major engagement the following 
day, pp.93-94; on their way to Tulagi, Melhorn and his mechanics 
narrowly miss being caught between Japanese and American forces and 
are able to view fighting on 13 November 1942, 

  



between American and Japanese battleships proves to be decisive battle 
for holding Guadalcanal, pp. 99-100; Battle of Tassafaronga, p. 102. 

See also: Motor Torpedo Squadron Three. 

Hague, Frank 
Infamous mayor of Jersey City, New Jersey tries to offer the city 
hospital to the Navy for use during World War II, but is flatly 
turned down when he refuses access to pertinent maintenance and 
operating information, pp. 67-68. 

Haiti 
American doctors stationed in Haiti in the early 1920s under terms of 
Haitian-American Treaty, pp. 19, 22, 34; medical personnel in 1920, 
pp. 21-22; German interest in Haiti in 1914-1915, pp. 22-23; health 
conditions in the late 1920s, pp. 25-26; American advisors assist.in 
government in mid-1910s, p. 24; Rockefeller Foundation funds 
improvements to medicine, nursing, and sanitation using naval 
personnel, pp. 34, 38; influence of Haitian racism on medical 
appointments in late 1920s, pp. 38-39; Haitian senator of Melhorns' 
acquaintance's meeting with President Abraham Lincoln during U.S. 
Civil War, pp. 40-41. 

Halsey, Admiral William F., Jr., USN (USNA, 1904) 
Melhorn's assessment of his personality as Commander Third Fleet 
in 1945, pp. 132-133. 

Haruna, HIJMS 
Japanese battleship mistakenly credited as a kill to Army flier Colin 
Kelly in 1941 but subsequently attacked by Melhorn's squadron in 1945, 
pp. 126-127. 

Health problems 
Epidemics of spinal meningitis, measles, and pneumonia at Norfolk 
Naval Base in late 1910s, pp. 15-16; severe outbreak of flu across 
United States necessitates recruiting coffin builders at Norfolk 
in late 1910s, pp. 16-17, 19; yeomanette sent to Melhorn in 
Norfolk as having mumps later diagnosed as pregnant, pp. 17-18; 
smallpox epidemic in Haiti in the early 1920s, pp. 25-26; flu 
epidemic in Europe in 1932, p. 
47. 

Hornet, USS (CV-8) 
After her loss in the Battle of Santa Cruz in October of 1942, 
some of her survivors instead of being sent home were 
requisitioned to motor torpedo squadron duty under Melhorn on 
Guadalcanal in November, 1942, pp. 93-94. 

Hospitals, naval 
Naval Medical School; Washington, D.C., pp 2, 20, 31-33; 
Norfolk Naval Hospital, pp. 15-19; San Diego Naval Hospital, 

  



pp.55-56; community hospital in Jersey City offered to Navy 
during World War II, but refused, pp. 67-68. 

Influenza 
Conditions at Norfolk Naval Hospital during outbreak of this 
illness that swept across the country in the late 1910s, pp. 16-
17, 19. 

Intelligence 
Occupation forces on Guadalcanal receive messages from Admiral 
Nimitz's Pacific Fleet headquarters obtained from broken Japanese 
codes, including one message that enabled a PT boat from Melhorn's 
squadron to sink a Japanese sub in December of 1942, pp. 100-102. 

Jackson, Captain Andrew McB., USN (USNA, 1930) 
As commanding officer of the USS Ticonderoga (CVA-14) in the mid-
1950s, Melhorn assigns Jackson some of the responsibility for the 
absence of instrument approach flight training in his squadron and 
their subsequent difficulties, pp. 144-145. 

Jamestown, USS (PG-55) 
Substandard living conditions aboard this converted yacht that housed 
the crew from Melhorn's PT squadron in 1942 eventually led to the 
crew's purchase of a village on Florida Island for improved 
habitability, pp. 113-116; Christmas party with makeshift alcohol 
aboard in 1942, pp. 114-115; 
Melhorn recuperates from PT sinking wounds in sickbay, p.116. 

Japanese Operations 
Spy in Long Beach, California apprehended after Melhorn passed along a 
report from a retired officer in late 1930s, pp. 
58-59; sub patrolling the entrance to Pearl Harbor in the late 1930s, 
pp. 61-62. Strategy in the Guadalcanal landings in 1942, p. 87; 
survivors of downed plane refuse rescue and their bodies are later 
scavenged by U.S. transport crew members in August of 1942, p. 89; 
sink U.S. destroyer Meredith (DD-434) with heavy loss of life in 
October 1942, p. 92; battleship shells damaged destroyer Aaron Ward 
(DD-483) after fierce action at Guadalcanal, p.96; submarine sunk off 
Lunga Point, due to precise intelligence received at Motor Torpedo 
Squadron 3 from Pacific Fleet headquarters in December, 1942, pp. 
101-101; RADM Raizo Tanaka, IJN wreaks havoc on U.S. cruisers during 
Battle of Tassafaronga in 1942, pp. 102-103; loss of destroyer 
Teruzuki in December of 1942, pp. 106-107; treatment of survivors of 
U.S. ship sinkings in 1942, p. 109; presence on Savo Island, p. 112; 
successful elusion of torpedoes from Melhorn's planes of 24 July 1945, 
pp. 126-127; damage to battleship Haruna in July 1945, p. 127. 

Lee, Rear Admiral Willis A., JR, USN (USNA, 1908) 
As Commander Task Force 64 was expected to come in as reinforcement 
after 13 November 1942 Guadalcanal action, but because his arrival 
time was unpredictable and a Japanese  



battleship task force was imminently due, Melhorn's PT squadron was 
sent out to engage the enemy, pp. 97-98. 

Lend-Lease Program 
Melhorn's nephew Franklin Lindsay's secretive role in U.S. aid to 
Russia from Teheran in the early 1940s, p. 63; Naval Medical Supply 
Depot in Brooklyn provides material to Russia, p. 65. 

Lindsay, Franklin A. 
Melhorn's nephew and future president and chairman of the board of 
Itek Corporation as an army officer during World War II, pp. 63-
64; post-war positions as possible outcome of Melhorn's guidance 
to Lindsay while a student at Stanford, pp. 62, 64, 71. 

Litvinoff, Maxim 
As Russian delegate to World Disarmament Conference drew great 
interest when speaking on the Japanese bombing of Shanghai in 1932, 
pp. 48-49. 

Madden, Lieutenant Commander George B., USN (USNA, 1931) 
As commanding officer of the high speed transport Colhoun (APD-2) in 
1942 and a stickler for decorum, decreed that his ship's officers wear 
service white uniforms, an order that was not always suitable for 
their tasks and that sometimes imperilled their lives, pp. 86-88. 

Marine Corps Operations 
Fourth Marine Regiment to Santo Domingo in 1915, pp. 10-14; in Haiti 
in 1915, p. 22; in Haiti in 1920, pp. 24, 26-28; detachment sent to 
Martinique in mid-1941 to neutralize French carrier posing threat to 
the Panama Canal, but they are recalled when a diplomatic solution is 
reached, pp. 81-82; First Marine Raider Battalion, under LCOL Edson, 
embarks on high speed transports to patrol the East Coast in 1941-
1942, pp. 81-81; Second Marine Raider Battalion trains under LCOL 
Carlson near San Diego in 1942, pp. 82-85; First Marine Raider 
Battalion prepares in the Fiji Islands for Guadalcanal campaign in 
July of 1942, pp. 85-86. 

McCain, Admiral John S., USN (USNA, 1906) 
Melhorn's admiration of McCain as a task and carrier force 
commander during World War II from an aviator's standpoint, pp. 
133-134. 

McCawley, USS (AP-10) 
With Rear Admiral Richmond Turner embarked as Commander 
Amphibious Force South Pacific in mid-1942 this transport took 
the ill Ensign Melhorn aboard after Guadalcanal action using a 
tank loading hook, pp. 90-91.  



Medals 
See: Awards 

Medicine 
Care for U.S. Marines in Santo Domingo in the mid-1910s, pp. 11-
12; conditions at contagious disease camp at Norfolk in late 
1910s, pp. 15-19; medical practice in Haiti in early 1920s, pp. 
25-28; vaccination for smallpox epidemic in Haiti in 1920s, pp. 
25-26; conditions in Haiti while Melhorn was chief of the Public 
Health Service in Haiti in the late 1920s, pp. 34-39. 

Melhorn, Commander Charles M., USN 
Birth in Norfolk in 1918, p. 18; mix-up with trains as he visits 
parents in Europe after World Disarmament Conference in 1932 at 
age 13, p. 51; in 1932 enrages Swiss crowds at train station by 
giving Hitler salute, p. 52; education and path to commission in 
the Navy in 1941, pp. 78-80; family, pp. 78, 90, 96; "dry dock 
cruise" on USS New York (BB-34) 1940-1941, p. 79; duty on USS 
Gregory (APD-3) and USS Colhoun (APD-2) as part of a high speed 
transport squadron in early 1940s, pp. 80-91; as boat officer with 
APD squadron trains with U.S. Marines under LCOL Evans Carlson 
near San Diego in 1942, pp. 82-85; pneumonia prevents 
participation in Guadalcanal landings in August of 1942, but 
witnesses some shipboard action on Colhoun, pp. 86-90; removed 
from Colhoun for medical attention at mobile hospital in Auckland, 
pp. 90-91; part of the crew sent to retrieve the unmanned 
minesweeper USS Vireo (AM-52) in October, 1942, pp. 92-93; duty 
with Motor Torpedo Squadron Three in late 1942, pp. 93-102, 113-
117; witness to fierce Guadalcanal assault on 12-14 November 1942 
pp. 94-100; one of two survivors of a violent PT boat sinking off 
Tassafaronga in December of 1942, pp. 103-113; plane crash with 
instructor during flight training at Grand Prairie, Texas in 1943, 
pp. 117-120; operational duty with a torpedo plane squadron in 
Florida in the mid-1940s, pp. 120-125; midair collision on 
training bomb run off Miami, pp. 122-124; executive and commanding 
officer of torpedo squadron at Klamath Falls, Oregon in mid-1940s, 
p. 125; Melhorn's squadron deploys aboard USS Cowpens (CVL-25) in 
spring of 1945, pp. 125-132; reminiscences of fleet-long flyover 
at war's end in 1945, pp. 131-132; receives Navy Cross for damage 
inflicted on Japanese battleship Haruna in July 1945, p. 134; in 
commissioning crew of USS Leyte (CV-32) as flight deck officer in 
1946, p. 134; flag secretary to Commander Carrier Division Four, 
1949-1950, pp. 135-143; deploys with air group aboard USS 
Ticonderoga (CVA-14) in mid-1950s, pp. 143-150; loses plane during 
Mediterranean deployment in 1955, pp. 145-146; when Ticonderoga 
breaks mooring line while in port in Beirut, 
Melhorn is able to lessen damage to use of his planes in 
"pinwheel" formation in fall of 1955, pp. 146-150; duty on 
staff of Commander Carrier Division 15 in the late 1950s, p. 
150; furthers education after retirement in 1961, pp. 
151-153. 

  



Melhorn, Rear Admiral Kent C., MC, USN 
Birth in 1883 and early years, pp. 1-3; family, pp. 3, 18, 
30, 40, 43, 50-52, 74-75; commissioned into naval medical corps in 
1907, pp. 1-3; duty on screw frigate Wabash in 1908, pp. 3-4; duty on 
screw steamer Yankee, including evacuation after it ran aground in 
1908, pp 4-6; duty on screw steamer Dixie, including attendance at 
inaugural parade for President Taft in 1909, pp. 6-7, 60; passed 
assistant surgeon at naval hospital at Newport, Rhode Island, 1911-
1913, p. 7; duty aboard cruiser Denver (C-14) off coast of Nicaragua 
in mid-1910s, pp. 7-9; duty with Fourth Marine Regiment in San Diego 
in 1914, pp. 9-10; deployment as battalion surgeon with Marines to 
Santo Domingo in 1915 to help squelch revolution, pp. 10-14; received 
letter of commendation from Secretary of the Navy Josephus Daniels for 
performance of duty in Santo Domingo in the mid-1910s, p. 14; first 
lieutenant of naval corps at Norfolk Naval Hospital at outset of 
American involvement in World War I in charge of contagious disease 
camp, pp. 14-19; stationed in Haiti as commanding officer of general 
hospital from 1920 to 1923, pp. 19-31; plane crash in Haiti when 
returning from a medical emergency call, pp. 26-29; additional 
schooling at Massachusetts General Hospital under Dr. Paul White in 
1923, pp. 29-30; embarrassed when mother-in-law contacts influential 
friend in the Senate to help his career in the mid-1920s, pp. 30-31; 
teaching duty at Naval Medical School in mid-1920s, pp. 31-33; 
endorsed by Rockefeller Foundation to be chief of Public Health 
Service in Haiti in the late 1920s, pp. 33-41, 43; kudos received for 
work in Haiti in the late 1920s, pp. 41-42, 73; detail officer at 
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery in 1930, pp. 45-53; goes to Geneva to 
attend to U.S. delegates at the World Disarmament Conference in 1932, 
pp. 45-53; fleet medical officer on the staff of commander in chief of 
the U.S. Fleet, 1935-1936, pp. 53-55; executive officer of the naval 
hospital at San Diego, and while on temporary duty as commanding 
officer has difficulty concerning dental care for an admiral's wife in 
the mid-1930s, pp. 55-58; duty in charge of dispensaries in Long Beach 
and San Pedro in the late 1930s, p. 57; fleet medical officer, Pacific 
Fleet, 1939-1941, pp. 60-63; duty in charge of Naval Medical Supply 
Depot, Brooklyn from 1941-1946, pp. 63-72; medals and citations 
awarded throughout career, pp. 72-74; retired life, 1946-1970, pp. 75-
76; Charles M. Melhorn's father influences his decision to enter the 
Navy after graduating from college in 1940, p. 78; his friendship with 
Rear Admiral Richmond Turner helps expedite his son's removal from the 
high speed transport Colhoun (APD-2) for medical attention in 1942, p. 
90. 

Meredith, USS (DD-434) 
While accompanying the old minesweeper Vireo (AM-52) which 
was towing aviation fuel to Guadalcanal in October of 1942, 
a Japanese task force was sighted and the crew of Vireo was put aboard 
this ship for safety. Meredith was then sunk by Japanese aircraft with 
a heavy loss of life, p. 92. 

  



Midway, USS (CVB-41) 
As flagship for commander of Carrier Division Four (RADM Joseph 
"Jocko" Clark) in 1950, this carrier was the site of a celebrity-
studded party during which crew members had to use innovative 
methods to get incapacitated guests aboard, pp. 138-142. 

Motor Torpedo Squadron Three 
Many personnel in squadron were survivors of the USS Hornet (CV-8) 
sinking in October of 1942, pp. 93-94; Melhorn and group of mechanics 
on way to Tulagi narrowly miss involvement in 13 November 1942 
Guadalcanal action, p. 94; as only firepower left on Tulagi, sent out 
on an unsuccessful mission to encounter Japanese battleship task force 
on night of 13 November 1942, pp. 97-99; mistakenly fire on damaged 
USS Portland (CA-33) while in search of Japanese battleships, p. 99; 
interdiction patrols to protect Guadalcanal after victory, pp. 100-
101; picks up survivors of cruisers damaged during Battle of 
Tassafaronga in late 1942, pp. 102-103; Melhorn is an observer on PT-
44 when sunk in December of 1942, pp. 103-113; squadron stationed 
aboard gunboat USS Jamestown (PG-55) in December of 1942, pp. 113-115. 

Naval Academy, U.S. 
Kent Melhorn's early desire to attend changed by his fear of flunking 
out, p. 3; first experience with alumni officers in 1908 on board USS 
Wabash is disillusioning, p. 4; Charles Melhorn attends three-month 
course for deck volunteer general (DVG) officers in 1941, p. 79; 
animosity of midshipmen toward DVG, both because of their quick path 
to a commission and the accommodations made for them, pp. 79-80; armed 
guard school conducted to prepare naval officers for duty on board 
merchant ships in transatlantic convoys in 1941, p. 80; hazing 
incident involving midshipmen Joseph Clark and Forrest Sherman around 
time of World War I, p. 135. 

Naval Medical Corps 
Size in mid-1920s, p. 31. 

Naval Medical Supply Depot; Brooklyn, New York 
Organization at the outset of U.S. entry into World War II, pp. 65, 
69; Undersecretary of the Navy Forrestal sends management team to 
inspect organization which nets a talented staff officer for Melhorn, 
pp. 70-71; British naval pharmacist requested by Melhorn to coordinate 
supply procedure, p. 72. 

Nicaragua 
Cruiser USS Denver (C-14) patrols west coast in the mid-1910s, p. 8; 
residents off Chinandega beat cocky Denver team in baseball in mid-
1910s, pp. 7-9. 

  



 

Norfolk Naval Base Hospital 
Condition of contagious disease camp in the late 1910s, pp. 
15-17, 19; Melhorns' living quarters, p. 18. 

Pearl Harbor, Hawaiian Islands 
Admiral Richardson as commander in chief of the Pacific Fleet in the 
late 1930s advocated movement of battleships throughout the Pacific 
versus massing at Pearl Harbor, and was promptly removed from his 
position, pp. 60-61; Japanese sub patrolled entrance to harbor in late 
1930s, pp. 61-62; Melhorn's reaction upon hearing of Japanese attack 
in December of 1941 while stationed in Brooklyn, p. 68. 

Pendleton, Colonel Joseph H., USMC (USNA, 1882) 
As commanding officer of Fourth Marine Regiment during deployment to 
Santo Domingo in mid-1910s displayed calmness during intense action 
which bolstered Melhorn's courage, pp. 10, 13-14. 

Pennsylvania, USS (BB-38) 
Melhorn has duty as fleet medical officer aboard this battleship which 
served as flagship for the commander in chief of the U.S. Fleet in the 
mid-1930s, Admiral Joseph M. Reeves, pp. 
53-55, 61-62. 

Pinwheel maneuver 
Melhorn initiates the use of the AD-5W Skyraiders in his squadron 
aboard the USS Ticonderoga (CVA-14) to execute this maneuver to lessen 
damage when the carrier broke a mooring line near Beirut in 1955, pp. 
147-150. 

Portland, USS (CA-33) 
As Melhorn watched from Tulagi, this cruiser could only circle 
aimlessly after a Japanese torpedo damaged her rudder during 
Guadalcanal action on 13 November 1942, p. 96; a motor torpedo 
boat from Melhorn's squadron mistakenly fires four torpedoes at 
Portland while in search of Japanese battleships on the night of 
13 November 1942, p. 99. 

Prisoners of war 
Melhorn flew member of Admiral Halsey's staff to Atsugi, 
Japan in August of 1942 to arrange for exchanges with the Japanese, 
pp. 129-131. 

PT Operations 
See: Motor Torpedo Squadron Three 

Public Health Service, Haiti 
Medical facilities in 1920s, p. 25; health problems in early 1920s, 
pp. 25-26; Haitian anesthetist proves more capable than U.S. Marine 
doctor after Melhorn's plane crash in early 1920s, p. 28; advances 
made during Melhorn's tour as head of the Public Health Service in the 
late 1920s, pp. 34-37; effect of Haitian racism on medical 
appointments, pp. 38-39.  



Raider Battalions, U.S. Marine Corps 
See: Marine Corps Operations, United States 

Reeves, Admiral Joseph M., USN (USNA, 1894) 
Melhorn's admiring recollection of his public speaking talent as 
commander in chief of the U.S. Fleet in the mid-1930s, pp. 53-54. 

Richardson, Admiral James O., USN (USNA, 1902) 
As commander in chief of the Pacific Fleet in the late 1930s was 
abruptly removed by President Roosevelt after expressing the view that 
battleships should not be moored en masse at Pearl Harbor, pp. 60, 66; 
after retirement offers explanation to Melhorn of his feelings on 7 
December 1941, pp. 65-66. 

Rockefeller Foundation 
Offered philanthropic grant to establish medical school in Haiti and 
endorsed Melhorn as chief of Public Health Service there in the late 
1920s, pp. 34, 38. 

Rosenblatt, Lieutenant Herman S., USNR 
Political and celebrity connections that this flag secretary and New 
York lawyer passed along to his close associate and former boss, 
Admiral Joseph "Jocko" Clark, in the 1940s made the admiral none too 
popular with his peers, pp. 136-138, 
142. 

Sam, Milbrun Gjuillaume 
Upon his murder in 1915 as president of Haiti, U.S. Marines entered 
the country to ensure that the Germans could not get an easier access 
to the Panama Canal, pp. 22-23. 

Santo Domingo 
See: Dominican Republic 

Savo Island, Solomon Islands 
Burial practices caused concern to Melhorn as he was feebly swimming 
to shore because they attracted sharks, p. Ill; although there were 
Japanese on the island, the natives sided with the Allies and helped 
Melhorn's rescue effort in 1942, 
p. 112. 

Searles, Lieutenant, junior grade John M., USNR 
While in command of a motor torpedo boat in Melhorn's squadron sank a 
Japanese submarine in December of 1942 with the help of very precise 
intelligence provided by Pacific Fleet headquarters, pp. 100-101. 

Sharks 
Caused Melhorn concern as he swam from motor torpedo boat sinking 
towards Savo in December of 1942, pp. 111-113; attacked bodies from 
Melhorn's PT sinking, p. 113. 

  



Sinkings 
See: Accidents/Disasters 

Sixth Fleet operations 
Animosity between Vice Admiral Forrest Sherman and Rear Admiral Joseph 
Clark surfaces during Mediterranean cruise in 1949, p. 136; USS Midway 
(CVB-41) site of party hosted by RADM Clark in 1950, pp. 138-142; 
accident-ridden cruise of USS Ticonderoga (CVA-14) in 1955, pp. 143-
150; lack of opportunity to practice instrument landings aboard 
Ticonderoga during 1955 cruise and subsequent difficulties, pp. 144-
146; pinwheel maneuver employed with AD-5W Skyraiders aboard 
Ticonderoga near Beirut in 1955 when mooring line breaks, pp. 146-150. 

Skidmore, Ensign Lemuel, USNR 
Future high-powered New York lawyer has an inglorious night after 
the USS Jamestown’s Christmas party in 1942, p. 115. 

Smallpox 
Severe epidemic spreads through Haiti in the early 1920s which 
Melhorn believes was caused by the presence of this disease in 
Jamaica and the British Government's refusal to acknowledge it 
in order to protect tourism, pp. 25-26. 

Spratling, Captain Leckinski, MC, USN 
As commanding officer of the naval hospital in Norfolk 
requested coffin builders from the commandant of the Navy Yard 
to meet a flu epidemic in the late 1910s, p. 16. 

Stassen, Captain Harold E., USNR 
As staff officer in Halsey's Third Fleet organization was flown by 
Melhorn to Atsugi, Japan, to arrange prisoner of war exchanges and 
demonstrated fearlessness with potentially hostile Japanese, pp. 129-
131. 

Swanson, Claude A. 
Melhorn goes to Geneva to attend this Democratic senator from Virginia 
while he is a delegate to the World Disarmament Conference in 1932, 
pp. 45-46. 

Swimming—survival at sea 
Melhorn's eight hour ordeal in the Pacific after the 
destruction of PT-44 in December of 1942, pp. 108-113; after 
midair collision during operational training with a torpedo 
plane squadron in the mid-1940s Melhorn remains in the water 
for several hours until rescued by the Coast Guard, p. 124. 

Taft, William Howard 
Melhorn attends the inaugural parade of the 27th President of the 
United States on 4 March 1909 while stationed on screw steamer 
Dixie, pp. 6-7. 

  



Tanaka, Rear Admiral Raizo, IJN 
As extremely capable commander of a destroyer squadron wreaked 
havoc on American cruisers with very little effort at the Battle 
of Tassafaronga in November of 1942, pp. 102-103. 

Teruzuki, HIJMS 
After this destroyer was damaged during Guadalcanal action at 
Tassafaronga in December of 1942 PT-44 with Melhorn aboard 
passed her, only to become an easy target when she went up in 
flames, pp. 106-107. 

Ticonderoga, USS (CVA-14) 
Large number of accidents and fatalities during Mediterranean cruise 
in 1955, pp. 143-146; struck U.S. destroyer while in port near Beirut, 
Lebanon, when a mooring line broke in mid-1950s, pp. 146-150. 

Training, Naval 
Shipboard duty and three months of land-based classes as path 
for commissioning for those in the V-7 program in early 1940s, 
pp. 78-80; armed guard school held at the U.S. Naval Academy in 
1941 to prepare naval officers for transatlantic convoy duty 
aboard merchant vessels, p. 80; boat officers train with Marines 
in the San Diego area in mid-1942, pp. 83-85. 

Ultra 
See: Intelligence 

Tone, HIJMS 
Japanese heavy cruiser assigned as a target to Melhorn's 
squadron on 24 July 1945, but eluded their torpedoes, pp. 126-
127. 

Torpedo plane operations 
While with an operational training squadron in the mid-1940s Melhorn 
is involved in a midair collision, pp. 120-125; as commanding officer 
of a squadron deploys aboard USS Cowpens (CVL-25) in 1945, pp. 125-
132; sinking of Japanese battleship Haruna by Melhorn's squadron on 28 
July 1945, pp. 126-127; even after atomic bombs dropped in August of 
1945 sent on raids in Japan, pp. 127-128; participation in ceremonial 
flyover and other tasks after Japanese surrender, pp. 129-132. 

Turner, Rear Admiral Richmond K. 
As commander, Amphibious Force South Pacific and a good friend of 
Melhorn's father, facilitates an ill ENS Melhorn's removal from 
Colhoun (APD-2) to get medical attention to August of 1942, pp. 90-91; 
assigns Melhorn to a motor torpedo (PT) squadron in November of 1942, 
p. 93. 

  



Uniforms, naval 
Insistence of the commanding officer of the transport Colhoun (APD-2) 
that his officers wear service whites regardless of duty, even during 
the Guadalcanal landings in August of 1942, pp. 86-88. 

V-7 Program 
Melhorn's experiences going through this three month path to 
commissioning in 1940, pp. 78-80. 

Vireo, USS (AM-52) 
Upon sighting of a Japanese task force in October, 1942 all hands 
were removed from this elderly minesweeper to the safety of the 
accompanying destroyer Meredith (DD-434), which was subsequently 
attacked and sunk; Melhorn was one of a crew later sent to 
retrieve the Vireo as she floated, unmanned, in the Pacific, pp. 
92-93. 

Wabash, USS (screw frigate) 
Melhorn's first duty station after graduating from the Naval Medical 
School in 1908 was aboard this receiving ship at the Boston Navy Yard, 
and it was while serving in Wabash that he had his first contact with 
a Naval Academy-graduated officer, pp. 3-4. 

Webb, Rear Admiral Ulys R., MC, USN 
Caused Melhorn to be detached prematurely from the San Diego 
Naval Hospital in the mid-1930s after he refused to allow 
dental care privileges for Webb's wife, pp. 56-57. 

Williams, First Lieutenant Ernest C. "Bill", USMC 
Melhorn assesses Williams as greatest soldier he has ever known and 
describes his heroic capture of a fort held by rebels in Santo Domingo 
in 1917, pp. 11-12; model for character in play "What Price Glory?," 
p. 12; assignments arranged by influential member of Congress, p. 13. 

Woolley, Mary E., Ph.D. 
As U.S. delegate to the World Disarmament Conference in 1932 
was a vociferous pacifist who did not command much attention 
to her demand for unilateral disarmament, pp. 
47, 49-50. 

World Disarmament Conference; Geneva, Switzerland 1932 
Melhorn's recollections of meetings attended while on temporary 
attachment to the General Board of the Navy, pp. 47-50. 

World War II 
Guadalcanal campaign (August to November, 1942), pp. 86-100; Battle of 
Tassafaronga (November to December, 1942), pp. 102-108; use of the 
atomic bomb in mid-1945, pp. 127-128; Japanese surrender in August of 
1945, pp. 129-132. 

  



Yankee, USS (screw steamer) 
Melhorn's experiences abandoning ship after the Yankee ran 
aground 23 September 1908 in Buzzards Bay, pp. 4-6. 




